Monitoring the thoracic sagittal curvature in kyphoscoliosis with surface topography: a trend analysis of 57 patients.
Records of Quantec measurements of tlie kypliotic curvature of the back were reviewed for all patients attending the children's orthopaedic clinic who were referred for back shape measurements. Of these, 57 children had five or more preoperative visits allowing trends to be calculated. Linear trends were found in 30 of the patients, with gradients ranging from 1.1 degree/yr to 7.2(0)1/yr. On average, the scatter of measurements about the trend line, or about the mean value in the other 27 cases, compared well with that expected from repeatability studies but the amount of scatter varied from one patient to another. This may well be due to sampling. Where such measurements are monitored for evidence of change in an individual patient, the possibility of larger than average scatter about any emerging trend should be considered.